
On Algorithms for EÆient Data Migration �Joseph Hall y Jason Hartliney Anna R. Karliny Jared Saiay John Wilkes zAbstratThe data migration problem is the problem of omputing aneÆient plan for moving data stored on devies in a networkfrom one on�guration to another. Load balaning or hang-ing usage patterns ould neessitate suh a rearrangementof data. In this paper, we onsider the ase where the ob-jets are �xed-size and the network is omplete. The diretmigration problem is losely related to edge-oloring. How-ever, beause there are spae onstraints on the devies, theproblem is more omplex. Our main results are polynomialtime algorithms for �nding a near-optimal migration planin the presene of spae onstraints when a ertain numberof additional nodes is available as temporary storage, and a3/2-approximation for the ase where data must be migrateddiretly to its destination.1 Introdution.The performane of large storage systems (suh as diskfarms) depends ritially on having an assignment ofdata to storage devies that balanes the load arossdevies or that optimizes a more omplex ost fun-tion. Unfortunately, the optimal data layout is likely tohange over time, for example, when either the work-loads (aess patterns or lient servie requirements)hange, when new devies are added to the system, orwhen existing devies go down. Consequently, it is om-mon in suh systems to periodially ompute a new op-timal (or at least very good) assignment of data to de-vies based on newly predited workloads and storagedevie spei�ations (suh as speed and storage apa-ity) [1, 2, 4, 9℄. One the new assignment is omputed,the data must be migrated from its old on�gurationto its new on�guration. This migration must be doneas quikly as possible, sine during the time the migra-tion is being performed, the storage system is runningsuboptimally. In this paper, we onsider the problem�This researh was supported in part by NSF grant EIA-9870740, BSF grant No. 96-00247 and a grant from Hewlett-Pakard Researh Labs.yDepartment of Computer Siene and Engineering,University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195; email:fjkh,hartline,karlin,saiag�s.washington.eduzHewlett-Pakard Researh Laboratories, Palo Alto, CA95014; email: wilkes�hplajw.hpl.hp.om

of �nding a plan for performing this migration as eÆ-iently as possible.The input to the migration problem is an initial and�nal on�guration of data objets on devies, and a de-sription of the storage system (the storage apaity ofeah devie, the underlying network onneting the de-vies, et.) Our goal is to �nd a migration plan thatuses the existing network onnetions between storagedevies to move the data from the initial on�gurationto the �nal on�guration in the minimum amount oftime. For obvious reasons, we require that all inter-mediate on�gurations in the plan be valid: they mustobey the apaity onstraints of the storage devies aswell as usability requirements of the online system. (Themigration proess an be stopped at any time and theonline system should still be able to run and maintainfull funtionality.)The time it takes to perform a migration is afuntion of the sizes of the objets being transferred,the network link speeds and the degree of parallelism inthe plan. A ruial onstraint on the legal parallelism inany plan is that eah storage devie an be involved inthe transfer (either sending or reeiving, but not both)of only one objet at a time.Most variants one an imagine on this problem areNP-omplete. The migration problem for networks ofarbitrary topology is NP-omplete even if all objetsare the same size and eah devie has only one objetthat must be moved o� of it. The problem is alsoNP-omplete when there are just two storage deviesonneted by a link, if the objets are of arbitrary sizes.1In this paper, we fous on the following hallenging(also NP-omplete) speial ase of the problem. Weassume that the objets are all the same size. (Thisassumption is quite reasonable in pratie if we allowourselves to subdivide the existing variable sized objetsinto unit sized piees, sine the time it takes to sendthe subdivided objet is about the same as the timeit takes to send the entire objet.) We also assumethat the network topology is fully onneted, that is,there is a diret bidiretional link between eah pairof devies. Finally, we assume that there is at leastone free spae on eah storage devie in both the initial1This observation was made by Dushyanth Narayanan.



and �nal on�gurations of the data. (Again, this is avery reasonable assumption in pratie, sine free spaesomewhere is required in order to move any objets, andhaving only one free spae in the entire network wouldlimit the solution to being sequential.)We are thus led to desribe the input to our problemas a direted multigraph G = (V;E) without self-loopsthat we all the demand graph. Eah vertex in thedemand graph orresponds to a storage devie, andeah direted edge (u; v) 2 E represents an objetthat must be moved from storage devie u (in theinitial on�guration) to storage devie v (in the �nalon�guration).Sine we are onsidering �xed-size objets, ourmigration plan an be divided into stages where eahstage onsists of a number of ompatible sends, i.e.,eah stage is a mathing. Thus, we an observe that thespeial ase of our problem when there are no apaityonstraints on the storage devies and sends must bediret is preisely the multigraph edge oloring problem(the diretionality of the edges beomes irrelevant).This problem is of ourse NP-omplete, but there arevery good approximation algorithms for it, as we shallreview in Setion 2.The storage migration appliation introdues twovery interesting twists on the traditional edge oloringproblem. In the �rst of these variants, we onsiderthe question of whether indiret plans an help us toredue the time it takes to perform a migration. Inan indiret plan, an objet might temporarily be sentto a storage devie other than its �nal destination.It is easy to see that potentially this an signi�antlyredue the number of stages in the migration plan. As a�rst step towards attaking the problem of onstrutingnear-optimal indiret plans, we introdue the oneptof a bypass node. A bypass node is an extra storagedevie that an be used to store objets temporarilyin an indiret plan. (In pratie, some of the storagedevies in the system will either not be involved or willbe only minimally involved in the migration of objetsand these devies an be used as bypass nodes.) Anatural question to then ask is: what is the tradeo�between the number of bypass nodes available and thetime it takes to perform the migration? In partiular,how many bypass nodes are needed in order to performthe migration in �(G) steps, where �(G) (or � whereGis understood) is the maximum total degree of any nodein the demand graph G. (� is a trivial lower bound onthe number of steps needed, no matter how many bypassnodes are available.)The �rst result of the paper (Setion 2.2) is a verysimple algorithm that uses bypass nodes to redue thetime it takes to do a migration when there are no

apaity onstraints on the devies. We show howto eÆiently �nd a migration plan for any diretedmultigraph G that ompletes in at most 2d�=2e stagesusing at most n=3 bypass nodes, where n is the numberof verties in G. It is also easy to onstrut graphs forwhih n=3 bypass nodes are needed in order to ompletethe migration in � steps.When apaity onstraints are introdued (and weonsider here the limiting ase where there is theminimum possible free spae at eah vertex, inludingbypass nodes, suh that there is at least one free spaein both the initial and �nal on�gurations), we obtainour seond, more omplex, variant on the edge oloringproblem. We an de�ne this problem more abstratlyas the edge oloring with spae onstraints problem:The input to the problem is a direted multigraphG, where there are initially F (v) free spaes on vertexv. (By the free spae assumption, F (v) = max(din(v)�dout(v); 0) + 1, where din(v) (resp. dout(v)) is the in-degree (resp. out-degree) of vertex v.) The problem isto assign a positive integer (a olor) to eah edge so thatthe maximum integer assigned to any edge is minimized(i.e., the number of olors used is minimized) subjet tothe onstraints that� no two edges inident on the same vertex have thesame olor, and� for eah i and eah vertex v, (i)in (v) � (i)out(v) �F (v), where (i)in (v) (resp. (i)out(v)) is the number ofin-edges (resp. out-edges) inident to v with olorat most i.The seond ondition, whih we refer to as the spaeonstraint ondition, aptures the requirement that atall times the spae onsumed by data items moved ontoa storage devie minus the spae onsumed by dataitems moved o� of that storage devie an not exeedthe initial free spae on that devie.Obviously, not all edge-olorings of a multigraph(with edge diretionality ignored) will satisfy the ondi-tions of an edge-oloring with spae onstraints. How-ever, it remains unlear how muh harder this problemis than standard edge oloring.The main results of our paper are the following:� an algorithm for edge oloring with spae on-straints that uses at most n=3 bypass nodes andat most 4 d�=4e olors (presented in Setions 3.1and 3.3);� an algorithm for edge oloring with spae on-straints that uses no bypass nodes and at most6 d�=4e olors (presented in Setions 3.2 and 3.3).



Interestingly, these are essentially the same as the worstase bounds for multigraph edge oloring without spaeonstraints.2 Migration without memory onstraints.As disussed in the introdution, the diret migrationproblem in the absene of apaity onstraints is pre-isely equivalent to the problem of edge-oloring a multi-graph using the minimum number of olors. The hro-mati index of a graph, �0, is the number of olors inthe optimal edge-oloring. �, the maximum degree ofany vertex in the graph, is a trivial lower bound on �0.Edge-oloring is of ourse NP-omplete [6℄. The las-si result of Vizing [8℄ shows that there is a polynomialtime (�+1)-approximation algorithm for simple graphs.For multigraphs, the best known result is a polynomialtime algorithm that uses at most 9�0=8 + 3=4 olors[3, 5℄. (This approximation algorithm atually olorsthe graph optimally if �0 � 9�=8+3=4.) It is also well-known that �0 is bounded from above by 3�=2, and thisis tight [7℄.2.1 Bypass Nodes. As stated above, an optimaldiret migration takes at least �0 parallel steps. Ifour solution is not required to send objets diretlyfrom soure to destination it is possible that there isa migration plan that takes less than �0 stages. Ingeneral, our goal will be to use a small number of bypassnodes, extra storage devies in the network available fortemporarily storing objets, to perform the migration in� stages.Definition 2.1. A direted edge (v; w) in a demandgraph is bypassed if it is replaed by two edges, one fromv to a bypass node, and one from that bypass node to w.An extremely important onstraint that bypassingan edge imposes is that the objet must be sent to thebypass node before it an be sent from the bypass node.In this sense, edges to and from bypass nodes are speial.The following example, shows how a bypass nodemight be used. In the graph, G, on the left, eah edge isdupliated k times and learly �0 = 3k. However, usingonly one bypass node, we an perform the migration in� = 2k stages as shown on the right. (The bypass nodeis shown as Æ.)� k� k k � � k Æk� k k �More generally, by repliating the graph G n=3times, we see that there exist graphs whih require n=3

bypass nodes in order to omplete a migration in �steps.2.2 Indiret Migration without memory on-straints. We warm up with a simple algorithm forindiret migration without memory onstraints that re-quires at most 2d�=2e stages and uses at most n=3 by-pass nodes on any multigraph G. Although this result isessentially subsumed by the analogous result with mem-ory onstraints, the simple ideas of this algorithm areimportant building bloks as we move on to the moreompliated senarios.Algorithm 2.1. Bypass Algorithm without memoryonstraints1. Add dummy self-loops and edges to G to make itregular and even degree (2d�=2e). (This is trivial{ for ompleteness it is desribed in Appendix A.)2. Compute a 2-fator deomposition of G, viewed asundireted. (This is standard { for ompleteness itis desribed in Appendix B.)3. Transfer the objets assoiated with eah 2-fatorin 2 steps using at most n=3 bypass nodes. This isdone by bypassing one edge in eah odd yle, thusmaking all yles even. Send every other edge ineah yle (inluding the edge to the bypass nodeif there is one) in the �rst stage and the remainingedges in the seond.This algorithm uses a total of 2 d�=2e stages { twofor eah 2-fator of the graph. The bypass nodes are inuse only after every other stage and an be ompletelyreused. Thus, no more that n=3 bypass nodes are usedtotal, at most one for every odd yle.Notie that we an perform the migration in3 d�=2e stages without bypass nodes, if we use threestages for eah 2-fator instead of two (a well-known folkresult, see [7℄). However, the best multigraph edge ol-oring approximation algorithms ahieve better bounds.3 Migration with memory onstraints.We now turn to the problem of migration (or edgeoloring) with spae onstraints. For this problem,we will show how to ompute a 6d�=4e stage diretmigration plan and a 4d�=4e stage indiret migrationwith n=3 bypass nodes. As mentioned in Setion 2, thesebounds essentially math the worst ase lower boundsfor the problem without spae onstraints.Our strategy for obtaining these results is to reduethe problem of �nding an eÆient migration plan withspae onstraints in a general multigraph to the prob-lem of �nding an eÆient migration plan with spae



onstraints for 4-regular multigraphs. We �rst presenteÆient algorithms for �nding migration plans for reg-ular multigraphs of degree four. Spei�ally, we showhow to �nd a 4-stage indiret migration plan using atmost n=3 bypass nodes and a 6-stage diret migrationplan. We will then give the redution.3.1 Indiret Migration of 4-Regular multi-graphs with memory onstraints.Algorithm 3.1 presents our onstrution of an indi-ret migration plan for 4-regular multigraphs with spaeonstraints. We begin with some intuition for the algo-rtihms.Algorithm 3.1. The bypass algorithm for 4-regularmultigraphs1. Split eah hard vertex into two representative ver-ties with one having two in-edges and the otherhaving two out-edges. This breaks the graph intoonneted omponents (when the edges are viewedas undireted). (Figure 1(a) shows an examplegraph, and Figure 1(b) shows the result of split-ting hard verties, shown as ?.)2. Construt an Euler tour for eah omponent (ig-noring the diretionalities of the edges) (Figure 1()shows the resulting Euler tours.)3. Alternately A=B label the edges along the Eulertour of eah of the even omponents.4. While there exist a pair of odd omponents thatshare a vertex (eah omponent ontains one of thesplit hard verties), label the two out-edges of thesplit vertex A, label the two in-edges of the splitvertex B, and alternately A=B label the remainingportions of the two Euler tours. (Figure 1(d) showsan example.)5. Repeatedly selet an unlabeled odd omponent andperform the following step:Within that omponent, bypass exatly one edge,say (u; v), where the edge is hosen using Proe-dure 3.1. Label A the edge from u to the new by-pass node and B the edge from the bypass node tov. Alternately A=B label the remaining edges inthe tour.6. The resulting A and B subgraphs have maximumdegree 2. (The only verties in either graph ofdegree 1 are bypass nodes.) Bypass an edge ineah odd yle that ours in either the A or Bgraph, onverting all yles to even-length yles.Alternately olor the edges in eah A yle 1 and
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BAA BB AB() Euler-Tours (d) Step 4 AppliedFigure 1: Illustration of �rst few steps of the algorithm.2, and alternately olor the edges in the B yle 3and 4.The diÆulty in onstruting an eÆient migrationplan arises from dealing with the verties with exatlytwo in-edges and two out-edges. We all suh vertieshard verties, sine we are required to send at least oneof the out-edges from suh a vertex before we send bothin-edges. We refer to all other verties as easy vertiessine they have at least as muh free spae initially asthey have in-edges, and hene their edges an be sent inany order.2We formalize in the following proposition the high-level onstrution that we use to ensure that spaeonstraints are never violated.Proposition 3.1. Let G be a 4-regular multigraph.Suppose that the edges of G are A=B labeled suh thateah hard vertex has two of its inident edges labeled A,and two of its inident edges labeled B, with at least oneout-edge labeled A. Then if all edges labeled A are sent,in any order, before any edge labeled B, there will neverbe a spae onstraint violation.2Reall that our free spae assumption is that eah vertex hasone free spae at the start and �nish of the migration.



Thus, our goal is redued to �nding an A=B labelingthat meets the onditions of Proposition 3.1, and thatan be performed in as few stages as possible.Interestingly, if there are no odd verties (shown inthe �gures as �), verties suh that the parity of theirin-degree (and out-degree) is odd, then the problem iseasy: We split eah vertex into two with the propertythat eah new vertex has exatly two edges of the sameorientation. This new graph need not be onneted. Weonstrut an Euler-tour of eah omponent (ignoringthe diretionality of the edges) and alternately labeledges along these tours A and B. No onits arise inthe A=B labeling beause the tours have even length{ eah vertex has either only in-edges or only out-edges so the tour passes through an even number ofverties. The A and B indued subgraphs are a 2-fatordeomposition of the original graph with the propertythat exatly one out-edge is labeled A. We an thus useour standard method for performing migration with orwithout bypass nodes given a 2-fator deomposition.With bypass nodes, this method sends the A-edges instages one and two and the B-edges in stages three andfour.When there are both odd verties and hard verties,the problem beomes more diÆult. In partiular, it isnot hard to show that there exist 4-regular multigraphsin whih no A=B labeling of the graph ensures thatevery vertex has two inident A edges and two inidentB edges, with at least one A-labeled out-edge from eahhard vertex. To solve the problem, we will need tobypass some of the edges in the graph.Our algorithm starts out very muh like the algo-rithm just desribed for graphs with no odd nodes, butnow we split only the hard verties into two representa-tive verties with one having two in-edges and the otherhaving two out-edges.Eah resulting omponent (disregarding edge dire-tionality) still has an Euler tour of ourse, but not allomponents have even length. We all those with evenlength tours even omponents and those with odd lengthtours odd omponents. Those that do have even lengthan be alternately A=B labeled. We ould then bypassone edge in eah odd omponent, and A=B label theresulting even-length tour. Note that the hoie of by-passed edge determines the A=B labeling of the tour{ as disussed in Setion 2.1 the inoming edge to thebypass node must be labeled A and the outgoing edgemust be labeled B.Unfortunately, this will not give us a good bound onbypass nodes, sine there an be 2n=5 odd omponents(Figure 1). We get around this problem by observingthat the A=B labeling so onstruted satis�es a morerestritive property than that needed to obey spae

onstraints { it guarantees that every hard vertex hasboth an in-edge and an out-edge labeled A. Thisexludes perfetly legal labelings that have hard vertieswith two out-edges labeled A. Indeed, it is not possiblein general to beat the 2n=5 bound on bypass nodes ifwe disallow both out-edges from being labeled A.Therefore, the algorithm will sometimes have tolabel both out-edges from a hard vertex A. In ouralgorithm, this happens whenever we �nd a pair of oddomponents that share representatives of the same hardvertex. We an merge the two odd omponents intoa single even omponent whih an be A=B labeledsuh that both out-edges of the shared hard vertexare labeled A. When no remaining unlabeled oddomponents an be merged in this fashion, we areguaranteed that there are at most n=3 odd omponentsremaining.Unfortunately, our work is not done, sine in addi-tion to the bypass nodes introdued for eah remainingodd omponent (whih have one inident edge labeledA and one inident edge labeled B), there may be oddyles in the A and B indued graphs. We will alsoneed to bypass one edge in eah of these odd yles. Ifwe are not areful about whih edge we bypass in theodd omponent, we will end up with too many bypassnodes used to break odd A or B yles. The heart ofour algorithm and analysis is judiiously hoosing whihedge to bypass in eah odd omponent. With arefullyaounting for these bypass nodes in the analysis, weshow that the total number of bypass nodes used is atmost n=3.3.1.1 Terminology. The result of steps 1-4 is adeomposition of the graph into a olletion of unlabeledodd omponents that are onneted via A or B labeledpaths (whih orrespond to edges that were in evenomponents, or odd omponents that were merged andlabeled in Step 4)Within eah unlabeled odd omponent, we have twotypes of verties: internal verties, whih have all theiredges inside the odd omponent, and external verties,whih have only two edges, either both direted towardsthe vertex or both direted away from the vertex. Sineadjaent odd omponents have been labeled (Step 4),the other two edges inident to eah external vertex areboth already labeled (one A and one B).Figure 2 shows a example of what the resultinggraph might look like. There are four unlabeled om-ponents (C1; : : : ; C4). Classify the A and B paths em-anating from eah external vertex as either an externalloop if its two endpoints (external verties) are in thesame unlabeled omponent, or as an external path if itstwo endpoints are in di�erent unlabeled omponents.
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Figure 2: An example of what the graph might look likeafter Step 4.Proedure 3.1. A=B oloring odd omponents Thereare two ases:1. There is only one external vertex.Within this ase, there are two subases:� If there is a pair of internal verties that areeah not adjaent to the external vertex thathave an edge between them, bypass that edge.� If not, there are only two possible graphs,shown below. We omit the justi�ation of thisfat. (The external vertex is on the left andthe diretionality of the edges is not shown.)Bypass the dashed edge.
2. There are 3 or more external verties.Let v be the external vertex inident to the largestnumber of external loops. Bypass one of its inidentinternal edges. If the resulting A=B labeling of thisomponent's Euler tour reates an A or B ylewith v (ontaining an external loop and an internalpath onneting the endpoints of the external loop),swith whih one of v's internal edges is bypassed.

Analysis.We now turn to the analysis of the algorithm.By onstrution, edges are A=B labeled so that theonditions of Proposition 3.1 are met, and hene wehave:Lemma 3.1. Algorithm 3.1 omputes a migration planthat respets spae onstraints.Our main theorem is the following:Theorem 3.1. The bypass algorithm for edge oloring4-regular multigraphs with spae onstraints uses fourolors and at most n=3 bypass nodes, where n is thenumber of nodes in the graph.Proof. By onstrution, the algorithm desribed uses 4olors. We have only to show that it uses at most n=3bypass nodes. We do this by \rediting" eah bypassnode used in the A stages with a distint set of threeverties in the graph, and rediting eah bypass nodeused in the B stages with a distint set of three vertiesin the graph.A bypass node that is reated in order to break anodd A yle (or B yle) will be redited with threeverties in that yle. Notie that bypass nodes used tobreak A yles an be reused to break B yles. Thetriky part of the argument will be to show that eahbypass node that is reated when an odd omponent isA=B labeled an also be redited with 3 verties.The aounting sheme we use is based on thefollowing observations about the struture of whathappens when step 5 is performed. Prior to performingthis step, we have exatly one A external path or loopand exatly one B external path or loop onneted toeah external node. When we pik an edge inside theomponent to bypass, and A=B label the omponent,every internal vertex (whih is of degree 4) gets twoof its inident edges labeled A and two of its inidentedges labeled B, and every external vertex gets one ofits inident internal edges labeled A and one labeled B.Thus the internal A path (or B path) emanating froman external node either terminates at a bypass node,in whih ase we all it an end path, or it terminatesat another external node, in whih ase we all it aninsribed path. Thus, looking at the A subgraph (orsimilarly the B subgraph) of an odd omponent with2k + 1 external verties, we obtain preisely k disjointinsribed A paths and one A end path. (Note that theodd omponent must have an odd number of externalverties, sine eah internal vertex appears twie in theEuler tour of the omponent and eah external vertexappears one and the length of the tour is odd.)For the ase where an odd omponent has exatlyone external vertex, we an simply verify that breaking



the proposed edge results in three verties not in oddyles that an be redited to the A and B end-path.In both graphs, bypassing any edge exept the onesinident to the external vertex guarantees that there willbe no odd yle reated inside the omponent. Sineonly the end paths leave the omponents all vertiesinside the omponent are not in odd yles and an beredited to the bypass node.If the odd omponent has more than one externalvertex, then it must have at least three. We will reditthe bypass node with the external node on the end pathterminating at the bypass node (whih in general willbe di�erent for A and B), and with two other externalverties in the omponent. The diÆulty is that if weare not areful about whih edge in the omponent webypass, the two other external verties we selet anhave an insribed A path between them and an externalA loop, and thus might end up in a short odd A yle. Ifthis happens, we will violate our ondition of reditingeah bypass node with distint verties in the graph,sine the bypass node reated to break this short A ylewill also be redited with these verties. Therefore, wehoose an edge to bypass so that the other two externalverties we redit to the bypass node are not in a shortyle.We �nd that it is suÆient to guarantee that foreah odd omponent proessed in Step 5, in the resultingA graph (resp. in the resulting B graph) one of thefollowing situations holds:1. There are at least two external paths labeled A(resp. B).If there are at least two external paths labeled A,one of them is not onneted to the A end path.Thus, there is an insribed A path that onnets theexternal path to some other external path or loop.In this ase, we redit the bypass node (in stageA) with the two external verties on this insribedpath and with the external vertex on the A endpath onneted to it.2. The omponent is labeled so that there is an A(resp. B) external loop that does not form a ylewith an insribed A (resp. B) path.In this ase, the A external loop is onneted tosome other A external loop or path via an insribedA path. We an again redit the bypass node withthe external verties on this insribed path andwith the external vertex on the end path onnetedto it.If the edge seleted to bypass in Step 5 results inone of these two situations holding, we say that a goodedge was bypassed.

Notie that in both of these situations, the twoexternal verties redited to the bypass node may endup in an odd A (or B) yle. We laim, however, thatif this happens, it is an odd yle reated by two ormore external A loops or paths and hene it has lengthat least �ve. Sine we have only redited two of theexternal verties on the yle to the bypass node reatedin Step 5, we still have three verties in the odd ylethat an be redited to the bypass node that will be usedto break the yle. In fat, the argument is slightly moreompliated than this { we omit the details.Finally, we must show that the proedure used toselet an edge to bypass in eah odd omponent with atleast three external verties results in bypassing a goodedge.Let v be the odd omponent's external vertex withthe largest number of inident external loops as hosenby the algorithm. If there is no external A (likewise B)loop at v then the odd omponent has at least two Apaths and, as suh, any edge is good for A. To see whythis is the ase note that if v has no external loops thenno external verties have loops so learly there are atleast two external paths of both labels. If v has oneexternal loop of label B then the other endpoint of theloop has a B loop (the same one). Sine v has the largestnumber of loops, this other vertex an not have an Aloop. Thus, both this vertex and v have A paths.Now we argue that our hoie of edge to bypassguarantees that any external loop emanating from vdoes not form a yle with an insribed path. Supposev's internal edges are both in-edges3 from verties u1and u2 and we bypass the edge (u1; v) using bypass nodeb. The edges (u1; b) and (u2; v) are thus both labeled Aand the edge (b; v) is labeled B (See Figure 3(b)). Assuh the B loop, if there is one, does not reate a yle.Assume that there is an A loop. If not, we are done. Iflabeling the rest of the odd omponent aording the theEuler tour does not ause an inribed path to be reatedbetween the externalA loop's endpoints then we are alsodone and (u1; v) is good for A. Otherwise, this inribedpath must go through the edge (u2; v). The algorithmswaps whih edge is bypassed so that edges (u2; b) and(u1; v) are both labeled A and the edge (b; v) is labeledB (See Figure 3()). The bypassed edge is still good forB. We now argue that is also good for A. The rest ofthe labeling remains the same as the edges inident onu1 and u2 have not hanged labels. Sine the rest ofthe labeling does not hange, there is still an internalA path from the one endpoint of the external A loop tou2. This path ontinues from u2 to b and terminates.Thus, the edge (u2; v) is good for A.3The ase where they are both out-edges is similar.



vu1 u2 vu1 u2 vu1 u2
(a) Initial (b) (u1; v) bypassed () (u2; v) bypassedFigure 3: Choosing whih edge to bypass.3.2 4-regular migration without bypass nodes.We next show how to ompute a six stage migration planof a 4-regular multigraph without using bypass nodes.The �rst 4 steps of the algorithm are the same as inAlgorithm 3.1. Proedure 3.2 replaes Steps 5 and 6 ofAlgorithm 3.1, the only steps that used bypass nodes,with a onstrution that uses two extra olors instead.In this proedure, the label A will be for stages 1, 2,and 3, while the label B will be for stages 4, 5, and 6.After ompleting Step 4 of the previous algorithm,the graph ontains a number of unlabeled disjointodd omponents onneted by A=B labeled paths andloops (Figure 2). We make the following additionalobservations about the graph:� Eah odd omponent ontains at least one oddvertex. (Otherwise, the tour would be of evenlength.)� Sine odd unlabeled omponents are disjoint, andodd verties are always internal, every path be-tween two odd verties in di�erent odd unlabeledomponents has length at least three.Proedure 3.2. Final steps in 4-regular migrationwithout bypass nodes50. A=B label eah remaining odd omponent by start-ing with an odd vertex, v, and the label B andfollowing the Euler tour of the omponent labelingedges alternately A and B. Note: v will have threeB labeled edges inident and one A labeled edge.60. Color the A and B indued subgraphs:(a) Color the A indued subgraph (note: the Aindued subgraph is a set of paths and yles):i. Break all odd length yles by oloringone edge in them 3.

ii. Color all remaining paths and even yleswith the olors 1 and 2.(b) Color the B indued subgraph (note: the Bindued subgraph has verties of degree twoand degree three only):i. Color one edge 6 on eah degree threevertex. We are left with yles and paths.ii. Color one edge 6 in eah odd length yleto onvert the yle into a path. Choosean edge that is not inident on one of thedegree three verties (whih is possiblebeause of the seond observation above).iii. The remaining graph is just paths andeven yles. Color them with olors 4 and5.The algorithm an be easily seen to meet the on-ditions of Proposition 3.1. Straightforward arguments(omitted in this extended abstrat) thus give us the fol-lowing theorem:Theorem 3.2. The above algorithm omputes a propersix oloring of the graph that respets the spae on-straints of the hard verties.3.3 Redution to 4-regular graphs. We nextshow how to redue the general migration problem withspae onstraints to the problem of migration with spaeonstraints on 4-regular multigraphs. Ideally, we mightlike to split the graph into 2-fators, suh that sendingthe edges within a 2-fator in any order satis�es ourspae onstraints, and so that after eah 2-fator is sent,there is still one free spae at eah vertex. This is notalways possible. What we are able to do is to splitthe graph into 4-fators suh that after eah 4-fator issent, there is one again a free spae at eah vertex.To partition the edges of the graph in this way, weneed, roughly speaking, to math up in-edges of a vertex



with orresponding out-edges. Algorithm 3.2 gives thepreise details.The key lemma is the following:Lemma 3.2. A migration that repeatedly piks one edgeinident to vin and one inident to vout to send in eitherorder will never violate the spae onstraints of v.Proof. We onsider two ases, depending on whih ofvin or vout has inident edges only of one type (at leastone of them must).Case: vout has only inident out-edges.Then sine one of the edges hosen is an out-edgethere will be at least one out-edge sent for every in-edge so the free spae after the two edges are sentis at least what it was before.Case: vin has only inident in-edges.If ` = din � dout, then we know by the free spaeassumption that there are at least `+1 free spaesinitially. We alloate this free spae as follows:� The number of times that two in-edges arehosen is exatly `=2 we alloate two freespaes to eah of these.� The remaining times we hoose an in-edge andan out-edge. All of these ases will share theone remaining free-spae. Sine both an in-edge and an out-edge are sent, we will regainthe free spae again after the two edges aresent.Note that sine we always have exatly one edgeinident to vin and exatly one inident to vout if theedge happens to be a dummy self loop then it is theonly edge hosen at this step of the migration. Sinenothing happens in this ase, the available free spaeremains unhanged. There is also at most one dummyedge and it is inident to vin or vout, whihever has lessof its type of edge. Our argument above foused on theedges inident on vin or vout, whihever has more of itstype of edge, so the arguments still hold when a dummyedge is present.Algorithm 3.2. The redution to 4-regular graphs1. Make G regular with degree a multiple of four (4k)(using the proedure in Appendix A).2. Split eah vertex v into vin and vout assigning v'sedges to either vin or vout to get G0:(a) Assign dummy self loops, (v; v), to both vinand vout as (vout; vin).

(b) Assign the remaining in-edges to vin and theremaining out-edges to vout (exluding thedummy edge).() Assign the dummy edge, if there is one, to therepresentative of v with the least number ofadjaent edges.(d) Make the degrees of vin and vout equal bymoving real edges from one to the other untilthey have equal degree.G0 has 2n verties and is 2k-regular.3. Compute a 2-fatoring of G0 (viewed as undi-reted). This gives k 2-fators.4. In eah 2-fator merge vertex representatives baktogether. That is, vin and vout beome v again. Theresult is k 4-fators of our original graph G. Theproblem is thus redued to omputing a migrationwith spae onstraints on these 4-fators of G.We thus obtain:Theorem 3.3. Algorithm 3.2 redues the problem ofperforming a migration with spae onstraints on an ar-bitrary graph to that of performing a series of migrationswith spae onstraints on 4-regular multigraphs.Combining this theorem with Theorems 3.1 and 3.2gives us the following orollaries:Corollary 3.1. There is an algorithm that takes asinput an arbitrary direted multigraph of maximumdegree � and �nds a 4 d�=4e stage migration plan usingat most n=3 bypass nodes.Corollary 3.2. There is an algorithm that takes asinput an arbitrary direted multigraph of maximumdegree � and �nds a 6 d�=4e stage migration planwithout bypass nodes.4 Open Problems.We have presented some �rst results on two intriguingand well-motivated twists on the traditional edge olor-ing problem. Numerous open problems remain inlud-ing the following:What is the relationship between the hromati in-dex of a graph and its \hromati index with spae on-straints"? Are there better approximation algorithmsfor this latter problem than those presented here? Isthere a \Vizing-like" theorem for edge oloring simplegraphs with spae onstraints?What is the tradeo� between the number of bypassnodes available and the number of stages (or olors)required? What if it is possible to bypass to verties inthe graph (as opposed to extra nodes)?
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diretions of the edges are ignored during the fatoringalgorithm.Algorithm B.1. 2-fatoring a multigraph1. Construt an Euler-tour of G.2. Orient the edges aording to the diretion of thetour. That is, if the tour enters v on edge e1 andleaves on edge e2, then e1 is an in-edge to v and e2is an out-edge. Thus we have din = dout = k.3. Set up a bipartite mathing problem, BG, with arepresentative of eah vertex in the graph on bothsides. Add in all direted edges going from left toright. Note that eah edge is represented it themathing problem exatly one.4. Find a mathing (whih is guaranteed to exist byHall's Theorem). The mathed edges indue a 2-fator of the original graph. Remove these edgesfrom BG and repeat this step until there are noedges left.


